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Visual effects of medical image have a great impact on clinical assistant diagnosis. At present, medical image fusion has become a
powerful means of clinical application.-e traditional medical image fusion methods have the problem of poor fusion results due
to the loss of detailed feature information during fusion. To deal with it, this paper proposes a new multimodal medical image
fusion method based on the imaging characteristics of medical images. In the proposed method, the non-subsampled shearlet
transform (NSST) decomposition is first performed on the source images to obtain high-frequency and low-frequency coef-
ficients. -e high-frequency coefficients are fused by a parameter-adaptive pulse-coupled neural network (PAPCNN) model. -e
method is based on parameter adaptive and optimized connection strength β adopted to promote the performance. -e low-
frequency coefficients are merged by the convolutional sparse representation (CSR) model.-e experimental results show that the
proposed method solves the problems of difficult parameter setting and poor detail preservation of sparse representation during
image fusion in traditional PCNN algorithms, and it has significant advantages in visual effect and objective indices compared
with the existing mainstream fusion algorithms.

1. Introduction

-e diversity of image capture mechanisms allows different
patterns of medical images to reflect different organ and tissue
information categories. For example, computed tomography
(CT) is very sensitive to blood vessels and bones and thus its
imaging is more clearly. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)
images provide richer soft-tissue information but lack
boundary information and blur the bone imaging [1].
Emission computed tomography (ECT), which includes
positron emission tomography (PET) and single-photon
emission computed tomography (SPECT), captures projected
data and reconstructs tomography images with high sensi-
tivity but low resolution. -e purpose of pixel-level medical
image fusion technology is to obtainmore useful and accurate
medical information for the same target by combining the

complementary information in multimodal medical images
through composite image.

In recent years, medical image fusion algorithms have
been greatly developed. However, most medical image fu-
sion methods adopt the framework of multiscale transform
(MST) to achieve better results. -e image transformation
method and the fusion strategy of high-frequency coeffi-
cients and low-frequency coefficients are the two key issues
of MST-based fusion methods. A large number of studies
have shown that the performance of MST-based fusion
methods can be significantly improved by selecting ap-
propriate image transform methods and designing effective
fusion strategies. Singh et al. [2] proposed to add the pulse-
coupled neural network (PCNN) to the fusion rule under the
NSST framework to effectively extract the gradient features
and preserve the edge and detail information of the source
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images, but many parameter settings in PCNN are also a
major challenge. Liu et al. [3] raised a convolutional sparse
representation algorithm, which properly solved the two
problems of sparse representation arising in image fusion,
i.e., limited ability to preserve details and high sensitivity to
registration errors [4, 5] and accomplished the image fusion
by implementing a sparse representation of the entire image.
Chen et al. [6] proposed an image segmentation method
based on a simplified PCNN model (SPCNN). -is model
can automatically set the size of PCNN-free parameters to
achieve higher segmentation accuracy. Ming et al. [7] im-
proved the SPCNN model and obtained an improved pa-
rameter-adaptive PCNNmodel (PAPCNN) and applied it to
image fusion. Experiments showed that the PAPCNNmodel
has a faster convergence rate as well as a preferable effect
when applied to the image fusion experiment.

Aiming at the problems existing in the current PCNN
and NSST methods, an NSST-PAPCNN-CSR algorithm
combining NSST, CSR, and PAPCNNmodels was proposed.
-e innovations of this paper are outlined as follows:

(1) We adopt the parameter-adaptive PCNN (PAPCNN)
to fuse high-frequency coefficients with all the PCNN
parameters adaptively calculated based on the input
bands, which can overcome the difficulty of setting
free parameters in the conventional PCNN models.
Besides, we propose an improved implicit parameter β
of PAPCNN, and the synchronous ignition charac-
teristics in the PAPCNN model were coordinated to
achieve a better fusion effect.

(2) We introduce the convolutional sparse representa-
tion (CSR) model into the fusion of low-frequency
coefficients. -e CSR model overcomes the two key
issues of sparse representation arising in image fu-
sion, i.e., limited ability to preserve details and high
sensitivity to registration errors. In addition, the CSR
is expected to solve the sparseness problem of the
low-frequency coefficients in the NSST domain.

-e rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section
2, materials and methods used in the paper are briefly in-
troduced. Section 3 gives the experiments and analysis.
Finally, this paper is concluded in Section 4.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Related Materials

2.1.1. Non-Subsampled Shearlet Transform (NSST). -e
NSST decomposes the source image through the non-sub-
sampled pyramid filter (NSPF) and the shift-invariant shear
filter bank (SFB). NSPF can guarantee the shift-invariance
and suppress the pseudo-Gibbs phenomenon, and SFB can
achieve the directional localization. Figure 1 is a schematic
diagram of the NSSTdecomposition. NSST is recognized as a
very reliable image fusion method with good local time-
domain features, multidirectionality, and translation in-
variance. It can effectively extract the edge and detail in-
formation in the source image [2, 8]. On account of this,
NSST was selected as the MST method of image fusion.

2.1.2. Parameter-Adaptive Pulse-Coupled Neural Network
(PAPCNN) and Improvement of the Parameter β. -e key
challenge in the traditional PCNN model is how to set free
parameters such as connection strength, various ampli-
tudes, and attenuation coefficients. To avoid difficulties in
manually setting free parameters, in this paper, a param-
eter-adaptive PCNN (PAPCNN) model [7] was proposed
to fuse the high-frequency coefficients obtained by NSST
decomposition.

-e PAPCNN model is described as follows:

Fij[n] � Sij, (1)

Lij[n] � VL 
kl

WijklYkl[n − 1], (2)

Uij[n] � e
− αf Uij[n − 1] + Fij[n] 1 + βLij[n] ,

(3)

Yij[n] �
1, if Uij[n]>Eij[n − 1],

0, otherwise,
 (4)

Eij[n] � e
− αe Eij[n − 1] + VEYij[n]. (5)

In the PAPCNN model mentioned above, Fij[n] and
Lij[n] represent the input and connection input of the
neurons at the position of the iteration n, respectively.
Figure 2 shows the structure of the PAPCNN model.

-ere are five parameters in the PAPCNN model: the
attenuation coefficient αf of the dynamic threshold E, the
connection strength β, the amplitude VL of the connected
input, the attenuation coefficient αe of the internal activity U,
and the amplitude VE of the dynamic threshold E. Also, it can
be observed from (1) to (5) that β or VL only serves as the
weight ofklWijklYkl[n − 1], so they can be treated as a whole
βVL in the PAPCNN model. Supposing that λ � βVL rep-
resents the weighted connection strength, we analyze the
value of parameter VL according to the literature [6] and
assume VL � 1 without influence on the final experimental
results; therefore, there are four parameters: αf, αe, VE, and λ.

NSPF

Input image

SFB

NSPF SFB

High frequency

Low frequency

Figure 1: Schematic diagram of NSST decomposition.
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In this paper, we have adjusted the parameter β, i.e., the
connection strength between neurons. Because the value of VL

is fixed, the larger the value of β is, the greater the neuron is
affected by its neighboring neurons, and the more intense the
fluctuation of its internal activity Uij[n]. Generally, the larger
value of β tends to cause low-light neurons to ignite; conversely,
the smaller value of β may reduce the ability to capture the
neighboring neurons. To coordinate the synchronous ignition
characteristics of the PAPCNNmodel, an optimizationmethod
is introduced in this paper to search the value of β [9]:

min
β



2

c�1
λc 

x∈Xc

Ix − mc(n)( 
2
,

s.t. X1 � y | Uy(n)≤Ey(n − 1) ∩X,

X2 �
X

X1
, 0≤ β≤ 1,

(6)

where λ1 and λ2 are the weight coefficients, set to 1 and X

indicates the set of neighboring neurons and is generally
calculated by

X � ij | Lij(n)> 0 ∩ ij | Yij(n) � 0 , (7)

where m1(n) and m2(n) indicate, respectively, the mean
value corresponding to the unfired and ignition areas, as
shown in the following equation:

mc(n) �
ij∈Ωc

Fij

ij∈Ωc
1

, c � 1, 2, (8)

where Ω1 � ij |Yij(n − 1) � 0  and Ω2 � ij |Yij(n − 1) � 0}.
It can be seen from equation (6) that β, as an implicit

parameter, changes the optimal value of the objective
function. It essentially regulates the internal ignition activity
U of the neighboring neurons, and later, by comparison with
the threshold E, the neighboring neurons divided into two
categories: X1 and X2. To this end, its corresponding gray
value information and the dispersion degree of mean value
in equation (8) were considered to determine the optimal
connection coefficient β. To facilitate the calculation, the
search method of increasing the step size Δβ was adopted.

2.1.3. Convolutional Sparse Representation (CSR).
Convolutional sparse representation is a convolutional form
of sparse representation, that is, the convolutional sum of the
filter dictionary and the characteristic response is used in-
stead of the product of the redundancy dictionary and the
sparse coefficient, so that the image is sparsely coded in the
unit of “entirety.” -e convolutional sparse representation
model can be expressed as

argminxm

1
2


m

dm ⊗ xm − s

���������

���������

2

2
+ λ

m

xm

����
����1, (9)

where dm  represents the M-dimensional convolution
dictionary; ⊗ represents the symbol of the convolution
operation; xm  represents the characteristic response; s

represents the source image; the alternating direction
method of multipliers (ADMMs) is a dual convex optimi-
zation algorithm, which can solve the convex programming
problem with separable structure by solving alternately
several subproblems. In [10], considering that the ADMM
algorithm could desirably solve the problem of Basis Pursuit
De-Noising (BPDN), a Fourier domain ADMM algorithm
was proposed to solve the solving problem of the

W
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Figure 2: Structure of the PAPCNN model.
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convolutional sparse model. Among them, dictionary
learning is defined as the optimization problem of

argmin
dm{ }, xm{ }

1
2



M

m− 1
dm ⊗ xm − s

���������

���������

2

2

+ λ

M

m− 1
xm

����
����1,

s.t. dm

����
����2 � 1.

(10)

-e first application of the convolutional sparse repre-
sentation to image fusion is described in the literature [5],
which regards CSR as an alternative form of SR, to achieve
sparse representation of the entire image, rather than partial
image patches. -e convolutional sparse representation al-
gorithm overcomes the shortcomings of traditional sparse
representation with limited ability to preserve details and
high sensitivity to registration errors. We believe that it is
also effective for the fusion of low-frequency coefficients. In
particular, the application of the CSR model is very effective
for the fusion of the low-frequency coefficients obtained by
MST. -e low-frequency coefficients obtained after the
NSSTdecomposition represent the approximate description
of the image, and there is a large number with the ap-
proximation of 0, which can sparsely represent the low-
frequency information of the image. Based on the above
considerations, the CSR model was introduced into the
fusion of MST low-frequency coefficients.

2.2. Implementation ofNSST-PAPCNN-CSR. Figure 3 shows
the specific steps of image fusion. -e preregistered mul-
timodal source images were fused, and the detailed fusion
method includes four steps: NSST decomposition, fusion of
high-frequency coefficients, fusion of low-frequency coef-
ficients, and NSST reconstruction.

Step 1. NSST decomposition.
-e L-level NSST was used to decompose the source
images A and B to obtain their coefficients Hl,k

A , LA 

and Hl,k
B , LB , respectively, where Hl,k

A is a high-fre-
quency coefficient of image A in the decomposition
order l and the decomposition direction k and LA is the
low-frequency coefficient of image A. For image B, Hl,k

B

and LB had the same meaning.
Step 2. Fusion of high-frequency coefficients.
-e PAPCNN model proposed in Section 2.1.2 was
applied to the fusion of high-frequency coefficients
[11]. Based on the discussion in Section 2.1.2, the
absolute value graph of high-frequency coefficients was
taken as the network input, namely, the feed input was
Fij[n] � |Hl,k

s |, S ∈ A, B{ }. -e activity level of high-
frequency coefficients was measured by the total
emission time throughout the iteration. According to
the PAPCNNmodel described by Formulas (1)–(5), the
trigger time was accumulated by adding the following
steps at the end of each iteration:

Tij[n] � Tij[n − 1] + Yij[n]. (11)

-e excitation time of each neuron was Tij[n] and N is
the total number of iterations, corresponding to high-
frequency coefficients Hl,k

A and Hl,k
B .-eir PAPCNN time

could be calculated and expressed asTl,k
A,ij[n] andTl,k

B,ij[n].
-e fused coefficient was obtained in the following way:

H
l,k
F (i, j) �

Hl,k
A (i, j), if Tl,k

A,ij[N]≥Tl,k
B,ij[N],

Hl,k
B (i, j), otherwise.

⎧⎪⎨

⎪⎩
(12)

-e above formula shows that the coefficient with the
larger number of ignitions was the final high-frequency
fusion coefficient. -e optimal value of the object
function was acquired by adjusting the size of the
implicit parameter β, to obtain the optimal high-fre-
quency fusion coefficient.
Step 3. Fusion of low-frequency coefficients.
-e fusion strategy of low-frequency coefficients also
has a great influence on the final fusion quality. -e
convolutional sparse representation method was used
to fuse low-frequency coefficients [12]. Suppose there
were low-frequency coefficients after the decomposi-
tion of k source images and they were set Lk,
k ∈ 1, ..., K{ } and suppose a set of dictionary filters dm,
m ∈ 1, ..., M{ }. -e specific implementation steps of the
low-frequency coefficients fusion based on CSR are
shown in Figure 3.
Step 4. NSST reconstruction.

Finally, the inverse NSST reconstruction was performed
on the fusion band Hl,k

F , LF  to obtain the fused image F.

3. Experiments and Analysis

3.1. Experimental Settings

3.1.1. Source Images. To verify the effectiveness of the pro-
posed algorithm, 70 pairs of source pictures were used in the
experiment. All of these source images are collected from the
database of theWhole Brain Atlas of Harvard Medical School
[13] and the Cancer Imaging Archive (TCIA) [14]. 50 pairs of
source images from the database ofWhole Brain Atlas include
10 pairs of CTand MR images, 10 pairs of T1-weighted (MR-
T1) and T2-weighted (MR-T2) images, 15 pairs of MR and
PET images, and 15 pairs of MR and SPECT images. 20 pairs
of source images from the database of TCIA include 10 pairs
of CT and MR images and 10 pairs of T1-weighted (MR-T1)
and T2-weighted (MR-T2) images. All the source images have
the same spatial resolution of 256× 256 pixels. -e source
images in each pair have been accurately registered.

3.1.2. Objective Evaluation Metrics. -e evaluation of image
fusion quality is divided into subjective visual evaluation and
objective index evaluation. -e objective evaluation metrics
is to select relevant indices to measure the effect of human
visual system on image quality perception. To quantitatively
evaluate the performance of different methods, six accepted
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objective fusion evaluation indices were selected in the ex-
periment, i.e., entropy (EN) [15], edge information retention
(QAB/F) [16], mutual information (MI), average gradient (AG),
space frequency (SF), and standard deviation (SD) [17]. En-
tropy characterizes the amount of information available in the
source image and the fused image; edge information retention
characterizes the transfer amount of edge detail information in
the source images injected into the fused image; mutual in-
formation is used to measure the information of the fused

image contained in the used image; average gradient can be
used to represent the sharpness of the image, and the larger the
value, the clearer the image; space frequency reflects the overall
activity of the image in the space domain, and its size is
proportional to the image fusion effect; standard deviation
reflects the dispersion degree of the pixel value andmean value
of the image, and the greater the deviation, the better the quality
of the image. In general, for all the above six metrics, a larger
score indicates a better performance.

Source
image A

Source
image B

Fused image

NSST
decomposition

NSST
decomposition

High-frequency subband, HA

Low-frequency subband, LB

NSST
Inverse transform

PAPCNN fusion
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Low-frequency
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Base layers
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Figure 3: NSST-PAPCNN-CSR algorithm flow chart.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f ) (g) (h)

Figure 4: CTandMRmedical image fusion results. (a) CToriginal image. (b)MR original image. (c) NSST-PAPCNN. (d) CSR. (e)MST-SR.
(f ) NSCT-SR-PCNN. (g) SR-PCNN. (h) Proposed.
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3.1.3. Methods for Comparison. -e proposed fusionmethod
was compared with the existing five representative methods:
the multimodal image fusion based on parameter-adaptive
pulse-coupled neural network (NSST-PAPCNN) [7], the
multimodal image fusion based on convolutional sparse
representation (CSR) [5], the multimodal image fusion based

on multiscale transform and sparse representation (MST-SR)
[18], the multimodal image fusion based on sparse repre-
sentation and pulse-coupled neural network (SR-PCNN) [19],
and the multimodal image fusion based on non-subsampled
contourlet transform and sparse representation and pulse-
coupled neural network (NSCT-SR-PCNN) [10].

(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f ) (g) (h)

Figure 5: CTandMRmedical image fusion results. (a) CToriginal image. (b)MR original image. (c) NSST-PAPCNN. (d) CSR. (e)MST-SR.
(f ) NSCT-SR-PCNN. (g) SR-PCNN. (h) Proposed.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f ) (g) (h)

Figure 6: MR-T1 and MR-T2 medical image fusion results. (a) MR-T1 original image. (b) MR-T2 original image. (c) NSST-PAPCNN.
(d) CSR. (e) MST-SR. (f ) NSCT-SR-PCNN. (g) SR-PCNN, (h) Proposed.
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3.1.4. Clinical Significance. -e four types of medical image
fusion have different clinical application value. For ex-
ample, the fusion of CT and MR images can clearly display
the location image of lesions and significantly reduce the
surgical risk of visualized craniocerebral operation and the
side effect of radiotherapy for craniocerebral lesions; the

fusion of MR and SPECT images can determine epilepsy
lesions in the neocortex of the brain based on local cerebral
blood flow changes. -erefore, medical image fusion can
combine the advantages of various imaging techniques and
is of great significance in the diagnosis and treatment of
diseases.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f ) (g) (h)

Figure 7: MR-T1 and MR-T2 medical image fusion results. (a) MR-T1 original image. (b) MR-T2 original image. (c) NSST-PAPCNN.
(d) CSR. (e) MST-SR. (f ) NSCT-SR-PCNN. (g) SR-PCNN, (h) Proposed.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f ) (g) (h)

Figure 8: MR and PETmedical image fusion results. (a) MR original image. (b) PEToriginal image. (c) NSST-PAPCNN. (d) CSR. (e) MST-
SR. (f ) NSCT-SR-PCNN. (g) SR-PCNN. (h) Proposed.
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3.2. Comparison with Other Image Fusion Methods. In this
section, the proposed method (NSST-PAPCNN-CSR) is
compared with other approaches on visual quality and objective
assessment.

3.2.1. Source Images from the Whole Brain Atlas of Harvard
Medical School. -e whole brain Atlas of Harvard Medical
School is created by Keith and Johnson from Harvard

Medical School. It includes brain samples of normal brain,
cerebrovascular disease, brain tumor, degenerative disease,
and other brain diseases. -e same slice of the same brain is
equipped with the registered CT, MR or MR-T1, MR-T2 or
PET, and SPECT images. Each pair of source images used in
this section are obtained by different imaging methods for
the same slice (slice thickness is generally 3mm or 5mm) in
the same brain at the same angle.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f ) (g) (h)

Figure 9: MR and PETmedical image fusion results. (a) MR original image. (b) PEToriginal image. (c) NSST-PAPCNN. (d) CSR. (e) MST-
SR. (f ) NSCT-SR-PCNN. (g) SR-PCNN. (h) Proposed.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f ) (g) (h)

Figure 10: MR and SPECTmedical image fusion results. (a) MR original image. (b) SPECT original image. (c) NSST-PAPCNN. (d) CSR.
(e) MST-SR. (f ) NSCT-SR-PCNN. (g) SR-PCNN. (h) Proposed.
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In this experiment, 50 pairs of brain source images in
different states were selected for fusion, including 10 pairs of
CT/MR images, 10 pairs of MR-T1/MR-T2 images, 15 pairs
of MR/PET images, and 15 pairs of MR-SPECT images. We
show the fusion results of some of the source images. -e
fused images are shown in Figures 4–11, and their objective
quality evaluation indicators are listed in Table 1.

When the source images come from thewhole brainAtlas of
Harvard Medical School, the proposed method performs well
better than other five contrast methods on both energy pres-
ervation, detail extraction, and color preservation, as shown in
Figures 4–11. Table 1 lists the objective assessment of different
fusion methods on four categories of medical image fusion
problems. -e average score of each method over all the testing
images in each fusion problem is reported. For each index, its
maximum value is denoted in bold and italics, and the second
biggest value is underlined. In this paper, the RMSE (root-mean-
square error) of each indexmean of the algorithm is calculated to
verify the validity of the data of each indexmean of the proposed
algorithm. It can be seen from Table 1 that when the source
image comes from the whole brain Atlas of Harvard Medical
School, the RMSE of each index of the proposed algorithm does
not fluctuate more than 1, which has strong data validity. It is
known from the objective indices listed in Table 1 that the
proposed algorithm had better performance in the MI and SD
indices than the other five contrast algorithms. Among them,MI
was 8.6% higher and SD 17.5% higher than the average of the
five contrast algorithms. NSST-PAPCNN-CSR is not always the
best one among the five contrast algorithms in each individual
evaluation indicator, but it never ranked less than the top two.

Overall, for the various source images from the whole
brain Atlas of HarvardMedical School, the NSST-PAPCNN-
CSR algorithm not only achieved better fusion performance

visually in edge sharpness, change intensity, and contrast but
also performed excellently in objective fusion indicators.

3.2.2. Source Images from the Cancer Imaging Archive
(TCIA). -e Cancer Imaging Archive (TCIA) is an open-
access database of medical images for cancer research. It is
usually composed of common diseases (such as lung cancer
and brain cancer). -e image morphology includes CT, MR,
and so on. It also provides image related supporting data,
such as the number and date of brain slices. Each pair of
source images used in this section are obtained by different
imaging methods for the same slice in the same brain at the
same angle.

In this experiment, because TCIA has few suitable PET
and SPECT images to do fusion experiments, 10 pairs of CT/
MR and 10 pairs of MR-T1/MR-T2 brain source images in
different states were selected for fusion. We show the fusion
results of some of the source images. -e fused images are
shown in Figures 12–15, and their objective quality evalu-
ation indicators are listed in Table 1.

When the source images come from the Cancer Im-
aging Archive (TCIA), the proposed method performs
well better than other five contrast methods on both
energy preservation and detail extraction and color
preservation, as shown in Figures 12–15. -e objective
assessments of different fusion methods on two categories
of medical image fusion problems are listed in Table 1. -e
average score of each method over all the testing images in
each fusion problem is reported. In this paper, the RMSE
(root-mean-square error) of each index mean of the al-
gorithm is calculated to verify the validity of the data of
each index mean of the proposed algorithm. It can be seen

(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f ) (g) (h)

Figure 11: MR and SPECTmedical image fusion results. (a) MR original image. (b) SPECT original image. (c) NSST-PAPCNN. (d) CSR.
(e) MST-SR. (f ) NSCT-SR-PCNN. (g) SR-PCNN. (h) Proposed.
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Table 1: Objective assessment of different methods on medical image fusion.

-e database Images Metrics NSST-
PAPCNN CSR MST-SR NSCT-SR-

PCNN SR-PCNN Proposed RMSE
(proposed)

-e Whole Brain Atlas
Of Harvard Medical
School

CT/MR

EN 3.1249 (1) 2.9919 2.8641 3.0749 2.7759 3.0767 (2) 0.0262
QAB/F 0.4587 0.4427 0.4325 0.4801 (2) 0.4408 0.4839 (1) 0.0304
MI 0.8093 0.8079 0.7779 0.8333 (2) 0.7396 0.8599 (1) 0.0156

SF 27.8907 28.4779
(2) 27.6372 27.9712 27.4416 29.3626

(1) 0.6256

AG 6.9390 7.1364 (2) 7.1117 6.9873 6.5669 7.1671 (1) 0.0392

SD 110.4631 110.6766
(2) 109.7036 109.4976 108.0036 111.0203

(1) 0.3939

MR-T1/
MR-T2

EN 3.0751 3.0954 3.1193 3.1564 (2) 2.9382 3.2436 (1) 0.0593

QAB/F 0.4223 0.4428 0.5345
(1) 0.4327 0.4241 0.4926 (2) 0.0587

MI 1.0879 1.0932 1.1119 1.1247 (2) 1.0830 1.1675 (1) 0.1132

SF 26.8878 27.8143
(1) 27.4827 27.3243 22.6816 27.6630 (2) 0.7533

AG 4.4525 4.9000 (2) 4.8198 4.7360 3.1408 4.9541 (1) 0.3882

SD 109.2559 109.3714 109.2907 109.0063 110.1740
(2)

111.4005
(1) 0.2773

MR/PET

EN 3.2575 3.1860 3.2732
(2) 3.1620 3.1728 3.3962 (1) 0.3524

QAB/F 0.5213 0.5783 0.6148 (2) 0.5216 0.6125 0.6621 (1) 0.2436
MI 1.6716 (2) 1.6604 1.6708 1.5385 1.6688 1.7078 (1) 0.3849

SF 27.0508 29.2171 31.8184
(1) 28.1990 29.5717 30.0488 (2) 0.0968

AG 5.1704 6.3783 6.8126 (2) 5.8611 6.5209 7.8436 (1) 0.7054

SD 112.5116 112.5743
(2) 111.8941 110.2727 111.9179 114.7089

(1) 0.8578

MR/
SPECT

EN 3.5580 3.5357 3.8857 (1) 3.6305 3.4818 3.6897 (2) 0.5361
QAB/F 0.4561 0.5465 0.7211 (2) 0.5564 0.5521 0.7426 (1) 0.0389
MI 1.3484 1.3491 1.3511 1.3663 (2) 1.3658 1.4261 (1) 0.4157

SF 23.9815 25.2731 27.7746
(1) 25.1314 24.6361 25.4938 (2) 0.3981

AG 4.1747 4.7093 4.7542 4.8058 (2) 4.5293 4.9342 (1) 0.6432

SD 109.8246
(1) 108.6124 109.4126 109.3390 108.6478 109.5151

(2) 0.8745

-e Cancer Imaging
Archive

CT/MR

EN 2.3873 2.5588 (1) 2.4780 2.5250 2.4138 2.5412 (2) 0.0348

QAB/F 0.2823 0.3242 0.3400
(2) 0.3022 0.3083 0.3461 (1) 0.0452

MI 0.4202 0.4998 0.5359
(2) 0.5328 0.5302 0.5680 (1) 0.0799

SF 23.5399 27.1924
(1) 25.3864 24.4104 23.8955 25.5036 (2) 0.5346

AG 5.5653 5.0692 5.5261 5.6596 (2) 5.5149 5.6693 (1) 0.0569

SD 101.6034 111.2382
(2) 103.4071 102.6671 103.8596 112.3046

(1) 0.4832

MR-T1/
MR-T2

EN 3.0059 3.0495 3.0649
(2) 2.9463 2.9340 3.1736 (1) 0.6203

QAB/F 0.3183 0.4462 0.4928
(2) 0.4385 0.4061 0.5103 (1) 0.1108

MI 0.8798 1.0100 1.1441 (1) 1.0069 0.9576 1.1064 (2) 0.7673

SF 22.3876 26.9720
(2) 26.0597 26.9641 26.1218 27.4718

(1) 0.8564

AG 3.4087 5.0089 (2) 4.9964 5.0070 5.0174 5.1650 (1) 0.1694

SD 106.2062 108.2755 107.4503 109.2019 (2) 108.0475 109.3821
(1) 0.8521
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from Table 1 that when the source image comes from the
Cancer Imaging Archive (TCIA), the RMSE of each index
of the proposed algorithm does not fluctuate more than 1,
which has strong data validity. It is known from the
objective indices listed in Table 1 that the proposed al-
gorithm had better performance in the QAB/F and AG and
SD indices than the other five contrast algorithms. Among

them, QAB/F was 17.9% higher, AG 8.8% higher, and SD
7.7% higher than the average of the five contrast algorithms.
NSST-PAPCNN-CSR is not always the best one among the
five contrast algorithms in each individual evaluation indi-
cator, but it never ranked less than the top two.

In summary, for the various source images from the
Whole Brain Atlas of Harvard Medical School and the

(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f ) (g) (h)

Figure 13: CTand MR medical image fusion results. (a) CToriginal image. (b) MR original image. (c) NSST-PAPCNN. (d) CSR. (e) MST-
SR. (f ) NSCT-SR-PCNN. (g) SR-PCNN. (h) Proposed.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f ) (g) (h)

Figure 12: CTand MR medical image fusion results. (a) CToriginal image. (b) MR original image. (c) NSST-PAPCNN. (d) CSR. (e) MST-
SR. (f ) NSCT-SR-PCNN. (g) SR-PCNN. (h) Proposed.
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Cancer Imaging Archive (TCIA), the NSST-PAPCNN-CSR
algorithm not only achieved good fusion effect visually in
terms of edge sharpness, change intensity, and contrast but
also performed excellently in objective fusion indicators.

4. Conclusion

A novel NSST domain medical image fusion method was
proposed and there were mainly two innovations. First, a

(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g) (h)

Figure 15: MR-T1 and MR-T2 medical image fusion results. (a) MR-T1 original image. (b) MR-T2 original image. (c) NSST-PAPCNN.
(d) CSR. (e) MST-SR. (f ) NSCT-SR-PCNN. (g) SR-PCNN. (h) Proposed.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f ) (g) (h)

Figure 14: MR-T1 and MR-T2 medical image fusion results. (a) MR-T1 original image. (b) MR-T2 original image. (c) NSST-PAPCNN.
(d) CSR. (e) MST-SR. (f ) NSCT-SR-PCNN. (g) SR-PCNN. (h) Proposed.
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PAPCNN model was introduced into the fusion of high-
frequency coefficients. All free parameters in the model were
calculated adaptively according to the input high-frequency
coefficients; furthermore, the parameter β was adjusted to its
optimal value and the synchronous ignition characteristics
of the PAPCNN model were coordinated even better.
Second, convolutional sparse representation was applied to
low-frequency coefficient fusion. It solved two problems
existing in sparse representation, namely, limited ability of
detail preservation and high sensitivity to mismatch. -us, it
was able to fuse low-frequency coefficients better. 70 pairs of
multimodal source images and five kinds of contrast algo-
rithms were used to conduct experiments. -e results show
that the proposed method has excellent performance in
terms of visual perception and objective effect evaluation.
-e NSST-PAPCNN-CSR algorithm still has potential ap-
plications in multifocus image fusion, infrared/visible image
fusion, and other image fusion problems.
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